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Power tampering is dangerous and illegal
Tampering creates unsafe conditions that could result in electric shock, fire, explosion or death.
Exposed wiring on a tampered electricity meter can cause severe shocks and burns, while poor
connections can lead to overheating, sparks and fires, compromising the overall safety of the building
and putting all occupants’ lives at risk.
If you encounter any instances of tampering, such as poor connections, replaced MCB for
power increase, supply connected to other premises or messy installations with cables exposed in
public areas, you should report to CEM immediately by calling our Info Line 2833 9911.

Successful upgraded case of “Safety Upgrade Subsidy Program for Communal
Electrical Installations in Low-rise Aging Buildings”
Edf. Sun Po is one of the recent successful cases. Mr. Ng, who has been living in the building for
34 years shared that…
The building has been lack of maintenance due to the absence of management company for
coordination and relevant professional knowledge. With CEM being the quality gatekeeper,
the upgrade work was carried out smoothly, which greatly improved electricity safety and
living environment.
We hope that property owners who have received invitation letters will actively
participate in the program. Citizens can scan the QR code to check if their buildings
belong to the “List of Eligible Buildings”.

Constantly updated

New customer substation to optimize power supply
In order to meet the growing power demand and optimize the power supply, CEM is

going to build an additional customer substation in Taipa old district. The
roadworks have already started in August and will be ongoing until mid of 2022
when the project is expected to be completed. CEM has organized briefing
sessions for the surrounding government departments, hospital, schools and
associations. Residents and merchants in the area will have the opportunity to
apply for power increase and upgrade their power facilities to meet the future
growth in electricity consumption.

Follow CEM Facebook & WeChat to receive our latest news
CEM’s Facebook page launches more contents, including “BlueMonday”,
“TBT”, etc., also interactive videos, monthly lucky draws, and various DIY workshops
and cooking classes!
Plus, our WeChat offers Chinese and English to take care of different
needs. You can enquire our Chatbot 24/7, apply various services, receive
power supply status and updates during typhoons, and much more.
Follow us NOW!
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